We show that the measured much larger yield ratio 3 Λ H/ 3 He ( 3 Λ H/ 3 He) in Au+Au collisions at √ sNN = 200 GeV than that in Pb+Pb collisions at √ sNN = 2.76 TeV can be understood within a covariant coalescence model if (anti-)Λ particles freeze out earlier than (anti-)nucleons but their relative freezeout time is closer at √ sNN = 2.76 TeV than at √ sNN = 200 GeV. The earlier (anti-)Λ freezeout can significantly enhance the yield of (anti)hypernucleus 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H), leading to that 4 Λ H has an even larger abundance than 4 He and provides an easily measured antimatter heavier than 4 He. The future measurement on 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H) would be very useful to understand the (anti-)Λ freezeout dynamics and the production mechanism of (anti)hypernuclei in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. 25.75.Dw, 21.80.+a 
1. Introduction.-The recent observations of light antinuclei in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC) [1, 2] and Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [3, 4] attract strong interest on the study of antimatter [5] , and verify the general principles of quantum field theory which requires that each particle has its corresponding antiparticle and any physical system has an antimatter analog with an identical mass (but the opposite charge). These studies also provide the possibility in laboratories to test the fundamental CPT theorem [6] , to explore the interactions between antimatter and antimatter [7] , and to help hunting for antimatter and dark matter in the Universe through cosmic radiation observations [8] . The antihelium-4 ( 4 He or α) is the heaviest antimatter nucleus observed so far [2] , and it is of great interest to search for antimatter nuclei heavier than 4 He in heavy-ion collisions, which is extremely useful to understand the production mechanism of heavier antimatter [9, 10] .
Collisions of heavy nuclei at high energies also provide an abundant source of (anti)strangeness [11] and a unique tool to produce light (anti-)hypernulcei [12] . The STAR collaboration at RHIC reported the observation of hypertriton ( 3 Λ H) and antihypertriton ( 3 Λ H) in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV [13] , and recently the ALICE collaboration at LHC also reported the observation in Pb+Pb collisions at √ s N N = 2.76
TeV [14] . The measured yield ratio 3 Λ H/ 3 He at RHIC is found to be much larger than that at LHC, i.e., 0.82 ± 0.16(stat.) ± 0.12(syst.) at RHIC [13] and 0.47 ± 0.10(stat.) ± 0.13(syst.) at LHC [14] . Similar conclusion is obtained for 3 Λ H/ 3 He. The conventional (statistical) thermal models [15] [16] [17] [18] failed to describe the RHIC ra- * Corresponding author (email: lwchen@sjtu.edu.cn) tio, although some of them [15] [16] [17] successfully described the LHC ratio. The thermal model with a multi-freezeout configuration [19] reasonably described the ratio at RHIC but failed at LHC, and so did the parton and hadron cascade plus dynamically constrained phase-space coalescence model [20, 21] . The dynamical [22] and simple [23, 24] coalescence models described marginally the ratio at RHIC but no results are available at LHC. Therefore, the measured 3 Λ H/ 3 He and 3 Λ H/ 3 He challenge all theoretical calculations performed so far and call for novel mechanisms for (anti-)hypernuclei production in these collisions.
Since hyperons have quite different interactions compared with nucleons [25] , they are expected to have different freezeout dynamics in heavy-ion collisions, which will lead to distinct features for the production of light (anti)hypernuclei compared with that of light normal (anti)nuclei. In this work, we show that the covariant coalescence model can naturally reproduce the measured 3 Λ H/ 3 He ( 3 Λ H/ 3 He) at both RHIC and LHC if (anti-)Λ particles freeze out earlier than (anti)nucleons but their relative freezeout time is closer at LHC than at RHIC. The earlier anti-Λ (Λ) freezeout leads to that 4 Λ H has a larger yield than 4 He and thus provides an easily measured candidate for antimatter heavier than 4 He.
2. Covariant coalescence model.-We use the covariant coalescence model [26] for the production of light clusters. The main feature of the coalescence model [27] [28] [29] is that the coalescence probability depends on the details of the phase space structure of the constituent particles at freezeout as well as the statistical weight and internal structure (wave function) of the coalesced cluster, and these details are of no relevance in the thermal model [15, 16, [30] [31] [32] of cluster creation.
For the particle production at midrapidity in central heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC considered here, we assume a boost-invariant longitudinal expansion for the constituent particles which are emitted from a freezeout hypersurface Σ µ , and the Lorentz invariant oneparticle momentum distribution is then given by
where σ µ denotes the normal vector of hypersurface Σ µ and p µ is the four-momentum of the emitted particle. The emission function S(x, p) can be expressed by
where we use longitudinal proper time τ = √ t 2 − z 2 , spacetime rapidity η = 1 2 ln t−z t+z , cylindrical coordinates (r, φ s ), rapidity y = 1 2 ln( E+pz E−pz ), transverse momentum (p T , φ p ), and transverse mass m T = m 2 + p 2 T . The statistical distribution function f (x, p) is given by f (x, p) = g(2π) −3 [exp(p µ u µ /kT )/ξ ± 1] −1 with g being spin degeneracy factor, ξ the fugacity, u µ the four-velocity of a fluid element in the fireball, T the local temperature, and p µ u µ = m T cosh ρ cosh(η − y) − p T sinh ρ cos(φ p − φ s ) the energy in local rest frame of the fluid. Following Ref. [33] , we assume the freezeout time follows a Gaussian distribu-
with a mean value τ 0 and a dispersion ∆τ , and the transverse rapidity distribution of the fluid element in the fireball is parameterized as ρ = ρ 0 r/R 0 with ρ 0 being the maximum transverse rapidity and R 0 the transverse radius of the fireball. The phase space freezeout configuration of the constituent particles are thus determined by six parameters, i.e., T , ρ 0 , R 0 , τ 0 , ∆τ and ξ.
The cluster production probability is determined by the overlap of the cluster Wigner function with the constituent particle phase-space distribution at freezeout. If M particles are coalesced into a cluster, the invariant momentum distribution of the cluster can be obtained as
where N c is the cluster multiplicity, E (P) is its energy (momentum), g c is the coalescence factor, and ρ W c is the Wigner function. In this work, the harmonic oscillator wave functions are assumed for all the clusters in the rest frame except the (anti)deutrons for which the Hulthén wave function is used (see, e.g., Refs. [34, 35] ), and so the cluster Wigner functions and root-mean-square radii r rms can be obtained analytically. The details about how to calculate the integral (3) can be found in Ref. [10] . It should be stressed that since the constituent particles may have different freezeout time, the particles that [39] and those of d and 3 He are taken from STAR [1] . The data of p, d and 3 He for Pb+Pb collisions are taken from ALICE [4, 40] . freeze out earlier are allowed to propagate freely until the time when the last particles in the cluster freezes out to make the coalescence at equal time [10, 34, 36] .
3. Production of (anti)hypertriton.-The coalescence factor is given by g c = 2j+1 2 N [28] with j the spin and N the nucleon number of the nucleus. For d, 3 He, 3 Λ H and 4 Λ H that we focus on here, their spins are 1, 1/2, 1/2 and 0, respectively, and their r rms which are directly related to their Wigner functions [10] , are 1.96 fm, 1.76 fm, 4.9 fm and 2.0 fm, respectively [37, 38] . The anti(hyper)nuclei are assumed to have the same j and r rms as their corresponding (hyper)nuclei. Following Ref. [10] , the proton (p) freezeout parameters T and ρ 0 can be extracted from fitting the p spectrum, and the R 0 , τ 0 , ∆τ and ξ p can be obtained by further fitting the spectra of d and 3 He by the coalescence model. For central Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 200 GeV, we obtain [39] and the spectra of d and 3 He from STAR [1] . For antiprotons (p), we assume they have the same freezeout as protons except the fugacity is reduced to ξ p = 7.84 to describe the measured p/p = 0.75 [39] . For central Pb+Pb collisions at √ s N N = 2.76 TeV, we obtain T = 121.1 MeV, ρ 0 = 1.215, R 0 = 19.7 fm, τ 0 = 15.5 fm/c, ∆τ = 1.0 fm/c and ξ p = 3.72 by fitting the measured spectra of p, d, 3 He from ALICE [1, 4, 40] , and the antiprotons are assumed to have the same freezeout parameters as protons since the p/p is close to unity. For neutrons (n) (antineutrons (n)), we take their freezeout parameters as those of p's (p's) since the isospin chemical potential at freezeout is small at RHIC and LHC [15] . The p freezeout parameters at RHIC (denoted by FOAu-N) and LHC (denoted by FOPb-N) are summarized in Table I , and the freezeout hypersurface at LHC is seen to have larger T , ρ 0 , R 0 and τ 0 but smaller ∆τ and ξ p . Fig. 1 compares the experimental data with the calculated results for the spectra of p, d and 3 He with FOAu-N and FOPb-N, and one can see that the coalescence model describes well the measured spectra. Table II lists the p T -integrated yield in the midrapidity region (−0.5 ≤y≤ 0.5) (i.e., dN/dy) for p (p), d (d) and 3 He ( 3 He) with FOAu-N and FOPb-N, and it is seen that the dN/dy values of d and 3 He (d and 3 He) at LHC are roughly two (four) times larger than those at RHIC.
For Λ particles, we first assume they have the same freezeout configuration as nucleons except that the Λ fugacity becomes ξ Λ = 42.8 (9.54) at RHIC (LHC) by fitting the experimental Λ spectra [41, 42] as shown in Fig. 2 by solid lines. The Λ particles are assumed to have the same freezeout parameters as Λ particles except the fugacity at RHIC is reduced to ξ Λ = 35.1 to describe the measured Λ/Λ = 0.82 [41] . The (anti-)Λ freezeout parameters are listed as FOAu-Λ (FOPb-Λ) in Table I are summarized in Table II , and the resulting 3 Λ H/ 3 He is about 0.29 (0.24) at RHIC (LHC) with FOAu-Λ (FOPb-Λ), which significantly underestimates the measured values from STAR [13] and ALICE [14] . The predicted ratio 3 Λ H/ 3 He is about 0.31 (0.24) at RHIC (LHC) with FOAu-Λ (FOPb-Λ), again significantly underestimating the measured values, i.e., 0.89 ± 0.28(stat.) ± 0.13(syst.) from STAR [13] and 0.42 ± 0.10(stat.) ± 0.13(syst.) from ALICE [14] .
To understand the disagreement of 3 Λ H/ 3 He ( 3 Λ H/ 3 He), we extract the Λ freezeout parameters T and ρ 0 by directly fitting the measured Λ spectra [41, 42] as shown in Fig 2 by dashed lines, and we obtain T = 126 (123.4) MeV and ρ 0 = 0.89 (1.171) for Au+Au (Pb+Pb) collisions, which better describe the data than FOAu-Λ (FOPb-Λ). The Λ particles thus have a higher freezeout temperature than nucleons, especially at RHIC, implying an earlier freezeout for Λ particles than for nucleons, which is consistent with the empirical picture that the strange baryons usually freeze out earlier than the nonstrange baryons due to their relatively smaller interaction cross sections and is also supported by the investigation on strangeness production [19, [43] [44] [45] [46] as well as the microscopic transport model simulations [47] .
An earlier Λ freezeout means the Λ particles can pick up unfrozen-out nucleons to form light hypernuclei, and this implies the nucleons coalesced into light hypernuclei also have an earlier freezeout time than those coalesced into normal light nuclei. To consider this effect, for the coalescence production of light hypernuclei, we reduce the τ 0 and R 0 simultaneously but increase the ξ to fit the Λ and p spectra. In this way, the earlier freezeout increases the phase space density of Λ, p and n, and thus the 3 Λ H production rate. To fit the measured 3 Λ H/ 3 He at RHIC (LHC), we find the R 0 and τ 0 need to be re- Table I . It is interesting to note that the Λ freezeout temperature is higher at RHIC than at LHC. For FOAu-Λ * and FOPb-Λ * , we have neglected final state interactions of the produced 3 Λ H during the last 2 ∼ 3 fm/c time interval when some nucleons have not yet frozen out, and this can be justified from the transport model study which indicates including the final state interactions changes the deuteron yield by only about 20% at RHIC [48] .
The predicted spectra of 3 Λ H and 4 Λ H with FOAu-Λ * and FOPb-Λ * are shown in Fig. 1 by dashed , nicely reproducing the measured values. Therefore, our results suggest that the (anti-)Λ particles may freeze out earlier than (anti)nucleons but their relative freezeout time is closer at LHC than at RHIC. It is interesting to see that the Λ and nucleon freezeout parameters seem to come close to each other as the energy increases and this is understandable since a higher colliding energy generally leads to a longer-lived hadronic fireball where the Λ and nucleons will experience more collisions.
The ratio S 3 = 3 Λ H/( 3 He×Λ/p) was first suggested in Ref. [49] in the expectation that dividing the strange to nonstrange baryon yield should result in a value near unity in a naive coalescence model. It was also argued [22] to be a good representation of the local correlation between baryon number and strangeness [50] , and thus should be a valuable probe for the onset of deconfinement in relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The S 3 was measured to be 1.08 ± 0.22 for 0-80% centrality Au+Au collisions [13] and 0.60 ± 0.13(stat.) ± 0.21(syst.) for central (0-10% centrality) Pb+Pb collisions [14] . For central collisions considered here, the It should be noted that while there is negligible feed-down from heavier states into 3 Λ H and 3 He, the Λ and p are significantly influenced by feed-down from decays of excited baryonic states. In the coalescence model calculations, the Λ and p from the short-lived strong decays are included since they appear in the fireball, while those from the other long-lived decays are excluded since they are out of the fireball. In the calculation of the S 3 for Au+Au collisions, we use the p spectrum from PHENIX [39] which is corrected for the contribution from weak decays. We note that including 40% contribution from weak decays to the p yield leads to S 3 = 0.994 for Au+Au collisions with FOPb-Λ * , consistent with the measured value from STAR.
It should be pointed out that although the Λ and nucleons have the same freezeout configuration, the S 3 is still significantly less than unity (e.g., S 3 = 0.27 (0.32) for FOAu-Λ (FOPb-Λ)). This is mainly due to the much larger size of 3 Λ H than that of 3 He, as suggested first in Ref. [49] . Assuming 3 Λ H has a same r rms as 3 with FOPb-Λ and 5.43×10 −7 with FOPb-Λ * , and the enhancement factor due to the earlier Λ freezeout is 4.0. It is interesting to see that the dN/dy of 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H) at RHIC (with FOAu-Λ * ) is about 3.5(1.0) times as large as that at LHC (with FOPb-Λ * ), and all the predicted yields of the heavier 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H) are larger than the measured 4 He yield at RHIC (i.e., about 2.91 × 10 −7 [10] ). The future experimental measurement on 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H) would be very useful to test the idea of earlier (anti-)Λ freezeout.
5. Conclusion.-The observed much larger yield ratio 3 Λ H/ 3 He ( 3 Λ H/ 3 He) in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC than at LHC can be naturally explained by the covariant coalescence model if the Λ particles freeze out earlier than nucleons but their relative freezeout time is closer at LHC than at RHIC. The earlier (anti-)Λ freezeout can significantly enhance the yield of 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H), leading to that 4 Λ H provides an easily measured candidate for antimatter heavier than 4 He. The larger relative p-Λ (p-Λ) freezeout time difference at RHIC leads to a larger (equal) yield of 4 Λ H ( 4 Λ H) at RHIC than at LHC. These can be tested in the future experimental measurement.
